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Once all the rage, the GSM blend was a victim of fashion… only to be revived here in this 
luscious, full-fruit, lightly oaked version from Parker-rated Henry Laithwaite.

The Story
Of Scottish descent, Wilson Gunn brings out the bellicose side in winemaker Henry Laithwaite 
as he battles to revive the once-fashionable blend of GSM. 

Not every vintage, mind, only when the grapes are tip top and demand it and then it brings 
peace – Pax – once more. Indeed, in reality it’s Henry’s Scottish side of the family that inspired 
his label – the Wilsons, related to the Gunns, and that, of course, brought on ideas of battles, 
war… and in this case, tranquility. A satisfying, mouthfilling wine that brings a little peace of 
mind to the palate..  

The Wine
This is the creation of Parker-rated Henry Laithwaite, who makes wine in both Bordeaux and 
Marlow, Oxfordshire (yes, some terrific fizz) and once a year makes the trek to the other side of 
the world to make his Wilson Gunn. Sometimes it’s the embattled Bellum (Shiraz/Cabernet), 
but in 2014 it had to be a GSM blend. Those were the grapes that sung out. It’s a blend that, 
adopted from the southern Rhône, was once the height of fashion Down Under, but has 
slipped out of the lime light.

Grenache was once the most planted variety in the McLaren Vale – the old bush vines supplied 
the fruit for powerful fortified wines. Then Shiraz became all the rage, so many of the vines 
have been grubbed up in exchange for Shiraz … even the wonderful old gnarly bush vines. 
Henry found a treasured little patch, combining it with a few rows of Nat McMurtrie’s tiny-
berried Shiraz and a little seasoning of Mataro. And talking of seasoning, 20 months ageing in 
large hogshead adds gentle notes of spice and complexity to this velvety red.

Tasting Note 
What should you expect from this well-acquainted trio? The largest portion is dense, low-yield 
Grenache, which brings to the party intense raspberry fruit, while the Shiraz is pepper, spice 
and blackberry. Mataro (or Mourvèdre in France and Monastrell in Spain) adds more notes of 
black pepper, exotic spice and aromatics, too. Nearly two years in hogshead has allowed all 
those flavours to marry together, whilst also adding gentle toasty spice notes and complexity.


